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FACILITATE is a European project with which we want to help

adults who want to learn and improve their financial literacy.

We will work to create a platform and an Android App that

facilitates access to all of the content.

On December we met for the first time on the FACILITATE's

warm up-meeting. On this meeting we were able to get to know the

members of our consortium and establish the key guidelines for

the dissemination and quality objectives of the project.

After a month, concretely on January 27th and 28th we had the

virtual Kick-Off meeting. During this meeting we spoke about the

roles of each partner and started organizing and coordinating the

work for the next months.

We are a very diverse consortium, made up of partners from

Turkey, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, Italy and Spain. We are

composed of a wide variety of expert educators, ITs, european

project managers, etc. 
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promote a model at European level, to bring benefits to the

European adult sector which want to increase the quality of

Financial literacy learning curriculum; 

Improve the capacity development of the schools and training

institutions that should implement Financial Literacy

paths/programmes; 

Improve the provision of better guidance on skills and

competencies; 

develop tutoring and coaching skills in teachers; 

identify in the learning paths competences to be acquired

through non-formal Learning, Personalized Learning, and

create a framework to recognize them.

    Our objectives:

   How are we going to archive our goals?

We've developed a working plan for reaching our objectives

all along the timeline of the project. The intellectual outputs

that we will deliver are:

IO1-Financial Literacy Training.

 Leader: Selcuk Universitesi

OBJECTIVE: To allow adult learners and educational

institutions/schools all over Europe to become more

“independent” in learning and building quality Financial

Literacy programmes, have access to an open-source model,

follow the training paths created and enjoying also

resources for building a successful learning environment.

Each partner will pay particular attention to the creation of

fast-adaptive, user-friendly professional materials that can

quickly provide the adult learners and teachers with quick

knowledge of the changing world. 

IO2-Online Financial Literacy Training Platform.

Leader: Hayat Boyu Gelisim Dernegi 

The Objective of this output is to host the Financial Literacy

Training Model (O1) and set up the structure of the project

platform. 

IO3-Android Mobile App for Budget Management. 

Leader: Hayat Boyu Gelisim Dernegi 

It is a money management Android mobile application that

will guide the user for reasonable budget management.

We've already started developing the Website, check it out

here: https://www.facilitate.center/ 

You can also find us on Twitter (@facilitate_c) , Facebook

(facilitate.center) and Instagram (@facilitatecenter)
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